
We would really love to get your weedback, oops - we 
meant feedback, on what you thought about GanjaLand™. 
Let us know what your favorite card types were or if there 
are certain things we could have added / removed to make 
the game more fun to play. Please send us any suggestions 
that you might have and we will definitely consider them 
for inclusion in our next edition of the game.

In parts of the United States and in many other countries, it is a criminal 
offense to cultivate, possess, and/or supply cannabis. As these offenses 

can carry heavy penalties, such as imprisonment and/or fines, you should 
research your local laws. This game’s purpose is for private entertainment 

and is not intended to encourage the disobedience of any law. 
Please smoke responsibly and follow your local laws regarding possession 

and legal age for recreational marijuana use.

Designed + Illustrated in NYC.

Suggestion Box

Lightlytoasted.com 
Follow us:

@Lightlytoastednyc
@Ganjaland



Welcome to Ganjaland™ 
There are those that say, if you find yourself somewhere 
between myth and fantasy, and if you’re really lucky 
(and high), you might be fortunate enough to discover 
GanjaLand™. A very magical place of fun, adventure, 
friendship, and of course Ganja.

While in GanjaLand™, you and your friends will be 
amazed and awed by the beauty and mystery of the 
creatures and sites that surround you. 

Challenges of the mind, body and spirit are waiting for 
you, as well as great treasures.

We hope you enjoy your stay and come back often to 
chill with us. 



Set all assembled player pieces at 
the start of the game

GanjaLand™ Suggestions, Game Prep and Rules:

Ganjaland Contents

Suggestions:

Game Prep / Set-up

For the best GanjaLand™ experience, we highly suggest the 
following:

Have plenty of water and snacks nearby.

Play this game at 4:20 on 4/20 or on any other day / time 
(it will be a blast either way).

Roll / pack some ganja in advance of game play.

Set up the board in a comfortable area with plenty of 
table space.

4 players (or 4 teams) - you can play with more or less 
than that, but based on our findings, this creates the 
best flow to the game

Keep a speaker or some tunes nearby to set the right 
GanjaLand™ mood. Check out our Spotify® playlist on 
lightlytoasted.com

Open the playing cards box to reveal the GanjaLand™ 
playing cards. Shuffle the deck well and place face 
down on the table.

Each player / team selects a character piece and attaches 
it to a plastic base. You can also use an instant photo or 
make up your own character card if you so choose.

-8 Character Pieces 
-Gameboard
-157 Playing Cards

-Notepad / 2 Pencils
-Instruction Manual
-Cannabis Crown 

-Photo Props
-Golden Joint
-Sand Timer



Character Pieces

Cathie the Cat

Major TomMary Jane 
Mermaid

The Royal Highness

Alan the Alien
Larry the 
Leprechaun 

Weedly Wizard

Mustang Sally
Enjoys mixing a 
little bit of catnip 
into her weed 
as she smokes, 
the puuuuurfect 
blend…

One small puff 
for man, one 
large toke for 
mankind. He 
loves hot boxing
his own space 
suit.

Her ability to 
blaze under 
water is truly 
amazing…and 
mysterious.

The beloved princess 
of Ganjaland™. In an 
on-again, off-again 
relationship with Major 
Tom, it’s complicated...

First visited 
Ganjaland™ in 
the 70’s to see Bob 
Marley perform at 
Weedstock, and 
has been a regular 
ever since.

He keeps his 
golden pot in a 
pot of gold. Its 
a special 4 leaf 
clover strain.

A legend in 
Ganjaland™, 
known for his 
magic spells and 
epic rolling skills.

One of three 
majestic unicorns 
in Ganjaland™. 
Smoking out of 
her own horn is 
one of her best 
party tricks.



The Golden Joint

Cannabis Crown

Photo Props

Pizza Pass

Puff Puff Pass

Let’s be honest…things can get a little hazy in GanjaLand™. 
To help keep track of which player / team is supposed to draw a 
card next, the GanjaLand™ wizards have created “The Golden 
Joint”. Just pass it around with each new player turn and it will 
be easy (well it will certainly be easier, we think) to keep track 
of whose turn it is. Good Luck!

The first player to arrive at Cannabis Castle is pronounced 
the King / Queen of GanjaLand™. You will have the distinct 
honor and privilege to adorn thyself with the Cannabis 
Crown. Wear it with pride but also with humility and treat 
all the subjects of GanjaLand™ with respect and kindness.

When the game is over and things are starting to wind down, 
use our included props to pose and archive the celebration 
with some great photos of your team and all players that 
participated on the journey. Preserve some awesome 
memories and set the stage for future GanjaLand™ events.

If luck is on your side, and you land directly on 
the Pizza Pass space, you will enjoy a shortcut 
over the cheesy river. On your next turn you will 
continue in the direction of the arrow. 

If you are lucky and land directly on the Bud 
Bridge space, you will be able to take the Puff 
Puff Pass shortcut over the water. On your next 
turn you will continue in the 
direction of the arrow.

GanjaLand
TM



Cards

How to Play

Everyone smokes, passing to the left (according to the 
GanjaLand™ tradition). Once the circle is complete, use 
that same order to take turns for the game.

The first person pulls a card from the deck and follows the 
card instructions, moving their character piece accordingly.

That turn is over and the used card is discarded and placed 
back in the box.

The game continues with each player / team drawing a new 
card from the deck.

In GanjaLand™, all movements (forward, backward or other) 
of the character pieces are based on the cards. There are over 
150 cards in the game. 
There are different card types in the deck, and each card type 
has a different theme. Below each card type is explained in 
more detail.

Wild Card / Magic Mushroom
These cards are quite special and 
will grant the card holder powers 
to block a challenge, move ahead 
on the board, use previously 
played cards and switch places 
on the board. There are only a 
few of these cards in the game. 
Use them wisely!!

The first player to land on this tile (or 
that travels beyond it) will be pronounced 
King / Queen of GanjaLand™, and can be 
referred to as his or her high-ness 
(that’s a serious honor).

Hold this card. You can use it 
to avoid a challenge or have 
another player perform your 

challenge for you.

WILD CARD

#Ganjaland

MAGIC
MUSHROOM

You just received a magical  
boost! Use shroom power to  
switch places with another  

player on the board.  

#Ganjaland



Challenge
These cards will ask you to take on a specific 
challenge. if you are successful in your task, 
you will move ahead the indicated number of 
spaces. If you are unsuccessful, you will either 
not advance on that turn or be asked to move 
back a certain number of spaces. 
If you are unwilling to accept the challenge, 
that is ok. There is no pressure in GanjaLand™ 
and you can “pass” on your turn. If you do, 
here’s what happens:
The next player has the option of taking on 
your challenge. If they do, you move back 2 
spaces. If they decide to take a new card from 
the deck instead, you just stay where you are 
and don’t advance on this turn.
Time Challenges – there are many cards that 
will ask you to complete a task within a time 
limit. Use the included sand timer for all 30 
second cards. For 60 second cards, just use the 
30 second timer and flip it over to complete 
the full 60 seconds

Where’s Weedo 
These cards will ask you to look at the 
board and find objects, characters and other 
interesting things within a 30 second time limit. 
If you are successful in your search 
(great job), you will move ahead the indicated 
number of spaces. Please use the included sand 
timer to keep the 30 second time limit.

Move it or Lose it
These cards will tell you about something 
good (or not so good) that has happened 
to you while on your amazing adventure 
through GanjaLand™. Just follow the 
movement instructions on the card. 



Fun Fact
These cards will teach you fun and 
interesting info about Ganja. We can 
always learn something new. You don’t 
have to answer any questions or perform 
any challenges, just move ahead the 
indicated number of spaces for expanding 
your mind and knowledge.

Ganjaland Trivia
The card holder will read the question aloud to 
the rest of the players and wait for ALL of their 
responses. The card will indicate the correct, 
highlighted answer which the card reader 
should keep to his/herself until ALL players 
have had a chance to answer. Correct answers 
move ahead 5 spaces (the card holder does 
not advance). If there are no correct answers, 
the card reader moves ahead 5 spaces. 

There are some cards that will ask all players 
to answer and the best answer moves ahead. 
In GanjaLand™, each player has a vote, but is 
not allowed to vote for themselves. Player with 
the most votes advances.

It’s Ganja Time
These cards are ganja related cards, which 
might suggest that it’s time to relax, chill, 
have a puff and take in the soothing vibes of 
GanjaLand™. These cards might also indicate 
that it’s time to prep which could include 
grinding, packing, rolling or other ganja 
related activities. Please remember, there is 
absolutely no pressure in GanjaLand™. If you 
want to take a “pass”, put your card in the 
discarded pile /  box and do not advance for 
that round. The next player draws a card.


